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What’s Wrong With The World? 
“Work: Why You Love It And Hate It” 

Genesis 2:5-8, 15-17; 3:17-19 
~ Delivered at Central Baptist Church on March 20, 2016 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 (SHOW SLIDE 1) Linds Redding spent his life working as an art director for a 

few major advertising agencies.  After thirty years at the top of his field he got 

cancer and died at the age of 52.  Shortly before his death he wrote an article that 

reflected on his career in the creative industry.   

o It’s a fascinating article because he talks about how fulfilling work is and 

yet how it is also very depressing.  

 On the one hand he expresses how fulfilling it was as a creative person to get paid 

to create, to play with ideas, to work with other skilled people, and produce things 

that were deeply satisfying. 

o But he also deeply laments his working life.  He laments how 

technological advances of the 1990’s simply meant those in his field had 

to do three times the amount of work in the same amount of time.  The 

pressure to produce in very short deadlines dramatically increased so that 

there was no longer time for creativity.  He writes, “have you ever tried to 

have an idea…with a gun to your head?  This is the daily reality for the 

creative drone.” 
 He talks about watching his colleagues turn to booze and drugs to 

deal with their anxiety and stress.  He talks about how working 

seven days a week led to failed marriages and even a few suicides.  

He then ends the article by saying he doesn’t feel he did anything 

of lasting importance and tells young artists to put down their 

work, go home, and kiss their spouse and kids.1 

 We all love to work and hate to work.  We love to contribute and to feel like we 

have made a difference.  This leads to an idealism that believes we can change 

things, achieve new things, and make the world a better place. 

o But it does not take too long for our idealism to be replaced with a 

cynicism that hates work. Work is frustrating. Your computer crashes.  

Your boss sidelines you.  The kids you teach are little monsters.  The 

kitchen gets cleaned but a mountain of laundry remains.   

 Sometimes you ask yourself, “What’s the point of even trying?  

Am I making any difference at all?” 
 Our passage today is so helpful because it saves you from naïve idealism that 

thinks working harder will bring paradise on earth but it also saves you from a 

despairing cynicism that just wants to give up. 

o So let’s talk about three things today.  First, why you love work.  Second, 

why you hate work.  Third, why your work is not in vain. 

                                                        
1 http://www.lindsredding.com/2012/03/11/a-overdue-lesson-in-perspective/ 
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 By work I mean don’t just mean what you get paid to do.  It can be 

that but it is any work you do - anything that is not leisure or 

Sabbath.   

 

WHY YOU LOVE TO WORK 
 So let’s begin by talking about (SHOW SLIDE 2) why you love to work. 

o If we are going to understand what Genesis 3 says about work we actually 

need to go back to Genesis 1 and 2.  We must do this because, contrary to 

what most of us think, God did not invent work as a punishment for Adam 

and Eve’s sin.   

 I want you to see that work does not get introduced into the world 

in Genesis 3.  To our surprise, the subject of work is introduced as 

soon as the Bible begins and it is God who is working.  

 It is not overstating the point to say that all of Genesis 1 is about work. God works 

to create the universe and then he works to make a lifeless and water covered 

earth into a place that is habitable for the human beings he will later create.  

o At the end of it all we read these words in Genesis 2:1 these words: 

READ 1-2 - Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the 

host of them.  And on the seventh day God finished his work that he had 

done, and he rested on the seventh day from all his work that he had 

done. 
 We must go further and say that not only does God work, but he also takes great 

joy and delight in his work. At the end of each workday God steps back, looks at 

the latest thing he has accomplished on his great earth project, and says, “That’s 

good.”   
o In Genesis 2 God, like a potter or a sculptor, gets his hands dirty as he 

works to shape a man out of earth.  Then as a gardener and a botanist, he 

works at planting a garden for the man the man to live in. Finally he 

fashions a wife for the man. 

 So just pause and let this sink in. God is not a “cosmic do-nothing deity.”2  Work 

is not beneath God and work is not a necessary evil that came into the world after 

human sin. God works and delights in his work.3  

o The Christian understanding of work begins with the inherent goodness of 

work. (SHOW SLIDE 3) Work is a good thing because God works.  

 

HUMAN BEINGS ARE CREATED TO WORK 
 The next thing to say is that (SHOW SLIDE 4) We love to work because our 

working Creator made us like himself. 

o God created us to be like him.  Part of what it means to be like God is to 

work.  We are hardwired for it. 

 Turn with me to Genesis 2:15.  READ 15 - The LORD God took the man and 

put him in the garden of Eden to work it and keep it. 

                                                        
2 Tom Nelson, Work Matters: Connecting Sunday Worship to Monday Work (Wheaton: Crossway, 2011), 

Kindle Edition, Location 241. 
3 This is so different from other religious views on work. In Greek mythology the gods viewed work as 

beneath them, as too undignified for them, and so they created human beings to work for them.   
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o Now answer me this question: did God assign work to human beings 

before sin came into the world or after?  It is before.  This may come as a 

shock to you but the original paradise of Eden was not a place where 

Adam and Eve lounged around eating fruit all day.   

 Just as God took the uninhabitable planet and worked to make it 

habitable for human existence, God also gave Adam and Eve a 

garden that needed to be cultivated and tended. As they obeyed the 

command to be fruitful and multiply they and their descendants 

were to extend the borders of the garden over the whole earth.   

 This is fascinating because God did not give Adam and Eve 

a fully developed earth with tools ready to work with and 

cities pre-built for them to live in.  Even in its unfallen 

state, the earth was undeveloped.  God made it in such a 

way that humanity would have to work to pull the metals 

out of the earth, to shape those metals into tools with which 

to build chairs and tables, bridges, houses and skyscrapers. 

 So God did not bring work into the world after a long golden age of relaxation 

and leisure.  And God did not bring work into the world as punishment for sin.  

Work is inherently a good thing because God works.  Since God created us in his 

image, part of what it means to be human is to work.   

o Somehow in our culture we have bought into this dream that if we work 

hard enough to earn enough money we can quit working and do nothing. 

But have you ever tried to do nothing?  It is great fun…for about an hour.  

Then you have to do something.  Maybe you read a book or sit on a beach.  

That is fulfilling for a day or two or a few weeks.   

 But then restlessness comes over you.  There is boredom and a 

lack of purpose that comes over you.4 

 All of this is powerfully illustrated in the cute animated film WALL-E.  The story 

takes place far in the future.  It is about a little robot named WALL-E whose job it 

is to clean up all the trash on earth.  Human beings have evacuated the planet with 

hopes of returning when the robots like WALL-E have cleaned it up.   

o Humans live on high tech spaceships in a totally carefree existence.  They 

are waited on hand and foot by robots.  They are pampered, self-indulgent, 

and bored.  As time passes all these adult humans start to look like giant 

fat babies.  Their muscles have atrophied so much that they can’t walk.  

They cruise around on giant reclining chairs consuming tons of calories 

and watching video screens.   

 The creators of WALL-E are showing us something about what it 

means to be human.  They are showing us that this dream of doing 

                                                        
4 ““Work is as much a basic human need as food, beauty, rest, friendship, prayer, and sexuality; it is not 

simply medicine but food for our soul.  Without meaningful work we sense significant inner loss and 

emptiness.  People who are cut off from work because of physical or other reasons quickly discover how 

much they need work to thrive emotionally, physically, and spiritually.”  Timothy Keller with Katherine 

Leary Alsdorf, Every Good Endeavor: Connecting Your Work to God’s Work (New York: Dutton, 2012), 

Kindle Edition, Location 391. 
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nothing, of being a couch potato, is actually unfulfilling and 

ultimately dehumanizing. 

 You know this.  You want your life to make a difference.  You want to do 

something that lasts.  You know the fulfillment of working on something you 

love.  You know the satisfaction of a job well done and the joy of 

accomplishment.   

o You know the joy of work when the musical piece you have worked so 

hard on comes together and your heart soars with the music.  You know 

the joy of work when the sale comes together.  You know the joy of work 

in IT when the computer system is working as it is supposed to.  You 

know the joy of work when the you’ve finished mowing the lawn and 

weeding the garden and you sit back sipping a glass of lemonade as you 

breathe in that wonderful smell of fresh cut grass. 

 So all of this saves you from becoming a cynic about work.  Yes, 

work may be frustrating but you also see the goodness of work.  

You see it is a key part of what it means to be a human being.  You 

see it as a way to reflect God’s image.  You see how it serves 

others as you help build culture and society.  

 

WHY YOU HATE WORK 
 It’s time to move on.  Even as I am talking, part of you is reacting to this saying, 

“If you think work is so great you clearly haven’t worked my job.”  This is why 

we must move on to talk in the second place about (SHOW SLIDE 5) why you 

hate work. 

o We turn now to our passage in Genesis 3.  Look at verse 17.  READ 17 - 

And to Adam he said, “Because you have listened to the voice of your 

wife and have eaten of the tree of which I commanded you, ‘You shall 

not eat of it,’ cursed is the ground because of you; in pain you shall eat 

of it all the days of your life; thorns and thistles it shall bring forth for 

you; and you shall eat the plants of the field. By the sweat of your face 

you shall eat bread… 

 Notice that it is not Adam who gets cursed; it is the ground that is cursed.  Notice 

also that the curse is not to make Adam work as if he was sitting around the 

garden relaxing and now his punishment is to work.  No, he always worked but 

now work will become difficult.  (SHOW SLIDE 6) Work itself is not the curse; 

the curse is that work will be difficult.  The painful toil is why we hate to work. 

o The ground was always going to produce food but now thorns and thistles 

will make it tough to produce food.  He will sweat a lot to get his food.  

Adam always worked but now work has become painful toil. 

 Isn’t that exactly what we experience?  When we start out as young people we are 

full of idealism about how we will make a difference but we quickly discover how 

difficult work is. 

o A young lawyer wants to make a difference for justice but there is so 

much bureaucracy and other things that it is frustrating.  A young teacher 

finds joy in helping children but the kids sure make it difficult to teach 

them.  Young parents plan on raising their kids differently than how they 
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were raised.  And then suddenly you find yourself yelling at one of your 

kids like you said you never would and the principal is on the phone 

saying your other kid has become a problem in the classroom. 

 And then there is the boss that is unfair, the colleagues that gossip 

and slander, the downsizing of your company, the computer that 

crashed and so on and so forth.  Work is cursed to be difficult. 

 Then we get a little older and our idealism takes another hit.  We suddenly wake 

up in midlife and realize that we will never achieve so many of our youthful 

dreams.    

o A good example of all this comes from Peter Shaffer’s play entitled 

Amadeus.  A man named Antonia Salieri is a composer and his job is to 

compose for the Hapsburg emperor.  One day he meets Mozart and hears 

his music. He realizes that in Mozart’s music he is hearing the beauty he 

has aspired to create his whole life.  But at the same time he knows he will 

never be able to produce it.   

 Isn’t that so much of our work?  We have dreams and ideals but 

they are continually frustrated by our own limitations. Work is 

cursed to be difficult. 

 And then we get old and we look back on our lives only to realize that so many 

things that we devoted countless hours to made little, if any, difference at all. 

o Leonard Woolf, the husband of author Virginia Woolf, who like his wife 

was an author but also a political theorist, publisher, and civil servant 

gives a heartbreaking assessment of his life’s work.  

 “I see clearly that I have achieved practically nothing. The world 

today and the history of the human anthill during the past 57 

years would be exactly the same as it is if I had played ping pong 

instead of sitting on committees and writing books and 

memoranda.  I have therefore to make a rather [shameful] 

confession that I must have in a long life ground through 

between 150,000 and 200,000 hours of perfectly useless work.”5 

 And then to top it all off our passage says that we will work hard all our lives only 

to die.  Look at verse 19.  READ 19 - By the sweat of your face you shall eat 

bread, till you return to the ground, for out of it you were taken; for you are 

dust, and to dust you shall return. 

o In one of her humorous columns, Erma Bombeck asks, “What is the 

greatest enemy of every housewife?” And she answers, “Dirt. It’s what 

makes your life miserable. There’s dirt on the dishes. There’s dirt in the 

diaper. There’s dirt on the rug. There’s dirt everywhere. You spend all 

your time fighting against dirt.”   
 Then she asks, “And what do you get for all your years of 

trouble?  Six feet of dirt.”   
 God’s curse on work reveals one great thing to us: we are not gods.  Every 

moment of frustration in your work reveals this to you.  It shows you that you 

cannot control things, that you are not all wise, and that you are not all competent. 

                                                        
5 Cited in Ernest T. Campbell, Locked in a Room with Open Doors (Waco, Tex.: Word, 1974), 117. 
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o And no matter how great your achievements are, a day will come when 

you will know for sure that you are not a god for death will take every 

achievement from you.  

 This sounds depressing and in a sense it is.  But it is also what will save you from 

being naively idealistic about what you can do with your life.  The reason we get 

so cynical about our work is that we have false expectations.   

o You see we have an entire generation being raised on slogans like, “You 

can achieve anything” and “nothing is impossible” and “you can be 

anything you want to me.”  Now of course we want to inspire kids to 

dream and to strive but we set them up for failure when the expectations 

are impossible 

 I hate to break it to you but if you are 5’5” you will never play in 

the professional basketball no matter how much you believe it.  

You may have been raised in a generation where they said 

everyone is a winner and everyone got medals, but as soon as you 

get your first job you will quickly realize that your boss won’t give 

you a trophy just for being you.   

 So you see the Biblical view of work gives you realistic expectations.  It says 

don’t be cynical about work because work is good, it is what you are made for, 

and you can achieve things.  Yet on the other hand it says, don’t be naively 

optimistic.  Work is under a curse.  Things will not work like they are supposed 

to.  Expect complications.  Expect frustration.  Expect failure. 

o So this view of work saves us from naïve idealism and from depressing 

cynicism. 

 

WHY YOUR WORK IS NOT IN VAIN 
 We have one last thing to talk about today.  In the final place let’s talk about 

(SHOW SLIDE 7) why your work is not in vain.   

o The message of the Bible is that God, in his grace and mercy, is working 

to renew this world.  He is working to put things back to the way they 

were and to make them even better.   

 (SHOW SLIDE 8) Through Jesus Christ, God is working to 

reverse the curse.  

 Sin brought the curse of thorns, the curse of sweat, the curse of sorrow, and the 

curse of death.  Oh but Jesus came to reverse the curse.   

o Did thorns cause work to difficult?  Jesus took the curse upon himself as a 

crown of thorns was pressed into his skull (Jn 19:2).   

o Did sin make us sweat?  Jesus sweat great drops of blood as he entered 

into the work of bearing our curse (Lk 22:44).   

o Do we know great sorrow because of pain and death?  Jesus was a man of 

sorrows and familiar with suffering (Is 53:3).   

o Did sin bring death?  Then Hebrews 2 says Jesus tasted “death for 

everyone” and Paul says, “For as in Adam all die, so in Christ shall all 

be made alive.”6 

                                                        
6 James Montgomery Boice, Genesis: An Expositional Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 

1998), 226. 
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 Jesus freed us from the curse by taking the curse upon himself. For 

as Paul writes in Galatians 3:3, “Christ redeemed us from the 

curse of the law by becoming a curse for us.” 
 He then rose from the dead.  His resurrection body is the great evidence that God 

is renewing this broken world.  Jesus’ resurrection body is a preview of what is 

come when he returns to grant us new bodies and gives us a renewed earth. 

o This applies to our work as well.  In some sense that we do not fully 

understand, what we do in this life for Christ will last into eternity.  This is 

why after Paul spoke of Jesus’ resurrection and our future resurrection he 

wrote, “Therefore, my beloved brothers, be steadfast, immovable, always 

abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing that in the Lord your labor 

is not in vain.” 
 It is not in vain because in some mysterious sense it will last.  To 

quote a famous movie line, “What we do in life, echoes in 

eternity.”   

 

“LEAF” BY NIGGLE 
 When J.R.R. Tolkien was writing The Lord of the Rings he feared it would not get 

done.  WWII began.  Tolkien had other duties and he was too much of a 

perfectionist.  In the middle of this he wrote a short story entitled, Leaf by Niggle.  

The story is about a painter named Niggle.  The word niggle means “to work…in 

a fiddling or ineffective way…to spent time unnecessarily on petty details.”  
Niggle was Tolkien.   

o Niggle knew that one day he would have to make the long journey of 

death.  Before that day he greatly desired to paint one picture.  You see, he 

had a picture in his mind of a leaf and then of a whole tree and behind the 

tree, “a country began to open out; and there were glimpses of a forest 

marching over the land, and mountains tipped with snow.” 
 He laid out a giant canvas and set to work.  He did a bit here and a 

bit there.  But there were two reasons why he never got much 

done.  

 First, he spent a tremendous amount of time on a single leaf.  He had to get the 

shading and dew drops just right.  Secondly he was always pulled away from his 

work to help his neighbour. 

o One night he gets sick and he knows he is going to die.  He works 

desperately on his unfinished picture but the train of death arrives and he 

has to board it.  He weeps and says, “It’s not even finished.” 

 Sometime after his death the new owners of his house find his 

canvas but on it is only one single beautiful leaf.  They put it in the 

town museum and call it, “leaf: by niggle.” 

 The story goes on.  As Niggle travels on the train of death he comes to the 

outskirts of the heavenly country.  Something there catches his eye.  He runs to it 

and we read this: 

o “Before him stood the Tree, his Tree, finished; its leaves opening, its 

branches growing and bending in the wind that Niggle had so often felt 
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or guessed, and yet so often failed to catch.  He gazed at the Tree, and 

slowly he lifted his arms and opened them wide.  ‘It is a gift!’ he said.” 
 The world had forgotten him.  His work was unfinished.  But in the 

new country he finds his tree finished. 

 This is the Christian view of work.  In this life we have dreams and ideals.  We 

want to make a difference.  But in a sin cursed world our best efforts often come 

to a frustrating end.  Even the best of us only end up painting a single leaf.  We 

are all Niggle. 

o But Christianity says this sin cursed world will not always be like this.  

Through the resurrection of Jesus God showed that what presently is will 

one day be mightily transformed.  The message of Christianity is that 

when Jesus returns God himself will come to dwell on this renewed earth 

and Revelation 22:3 says, “No longer will there be any curse.” 

 So you see the Christmas song Joy to The World is not really a 

Christmas song at all.  It is a song about Christ’s second coming 

for we sing, “No more let sins and sorrows grow/Nor thorns 

infest the ground/He comes to make/His blessings flow/far as the 

curse is found.” 
 There is a tree.  The world that you dream about and work hard for will one day 

be a reality. 

o To you lawyers there is a place where justice reigns.   

o To you teachers, there is a place where we will fully know.   

o To you who raise children, there is a place where maturity reaches its 

fullness.   

o To you engineers, city planners, city workers, and architects, there is a city 

whose builder is God.   

o To you in the military, there is a place of peace where we will beat the 

metal from our weapons into farming tools.   

o To you doctors and nurses, there is a place where there is no more pain.   

o To you preachers and theology students, there is a place where the God 

you speak of will be seen face to face.   

o To you musicians and artists, there is a place where every note of music 

and everything you look at will leave you breathless.   

 So the Christian is not an idealist or a cynic.  We can live in the 

tension of loving and hating work because we know that our labour 

in the Lord is not in vain. 


